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“The Appearance of a Man”, an independent film written and directed by Daniel Pace
is a most compelling work that boldly explores a unique perspective on UFOs. It is a
special achievement, reflecting much research, soul searching and a profound dedication

to the artistic process. The endeavor was inspired by the personal experiences of people
in Arizona and the phenomenon of “The Phoenix Lights.”

“2000 years ago, they called them Angels…
The colors, composition and intimacy of the cinematography convey true visual beauty.
The images are unusually alive – vital as a storyteller, expressing much through
adventurous perspectives and wordless intervals. Remarkably, the film flows with
centeredness and peace, despite an ever-present intimation of a potentially frightful and
awe-inspiring Unknown. The integrity of the performances of the actors is outstanding,
and the vivid characterizations that remain in the mind’s eye long after the film is over.

In “The Appearance of a Man”, starring Michel Tassoni, we take a difficult journey with
a man who must discover more about who he is and, in the process, more about all of
existence. He and the others in the story have felt their lives altered by the intense,
confounding, oddly compassionate presence of a being with “the appearance of a man.”
The title is a reference to a phrase from the Book of Daniel, suggesting the occurrence of
parallel events 2000 years ago.

The film celebrates the willingness to seek answers to questions from the innermost Self
and follow the guidance to be found there without hiding the pain that may be involved…
a road that may enable us to contribute something truly good to our world.

…Today we call them Aliens”
The film brings and even greater mystery to questions about life choices, our involvement
with fate, evolution and human destiny. The content is fascinating to contemplate and
leaves the viewer with significant material to explore with new openness and interest.
Daniel Pace makes a novel contribution to the realms of science fiction and the mystical.
One UFO expert who previewed the film states:
“Anyone interested in deeper thinking as in who were are and where we’re going, must
check out Daniel Pace’s award-winning film ‘The Appearance of a Man’.”
---- Jim Marrs

We highly recommend this film to all people. Propelled by the driving performances of
the lead actors, Michael Tassoni and Slade Hall, and well supported by a strong cast,
including Thomas Basham, Richard Glover, Katherine Stewart, the film recalls the
unrelenting suspense of “film noir” movies of the late 1940s & 50s, where the attention
of the viewer is never released from the grip of the drama unfolding with visual impact
and dramatic pace throughout the experience.
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